THE ARABIC SPRINGS AND THE RADICAL ISLAMISM
The popular revolutions in good part of the Muslim countries have surprised
everyone in the world and were received initially as a breath
Of fresh air towards the democracy, but now they raise questions and
create

Worry.

And the essential question is about the future of these countries and in
Consequence that of the international community will be surer, opened,
Nobody has the response but yes the dread. Indications that exist justify
the worry.
Up to the moment, the balance sheet provides an unequal panorama. Three
Dictatorships have fallen - Tunis, Egypt and Libya - Other countries, in order
to avoid Predictable snaps; they have initiated processes of reform towards
one Major opening:” Reform of the Constitution”
The case of Egypt, in the relating to the moment thing, is different, but in
the bottom one makes alike him enough. Soon they will hold an election
legislative under the protection of the reforms Constitutional of last March.
The worrying indication is that you fell Reforms were negotiated before, for
the Military Meeting, with Muslim brothers. The constitutional text dedicates
to the Islam as religion Of State. Not different at all from the previous
situation, but only in the formal thing.
Sharía will continue being the principal source of the right. The calls to
Democracy that there acclaimed the first voices of the movement of the
Plaza of Liberation they remained like that in the oblivion.
Surprising it would be that Gaddafi's regime was surviving the current
pressure.
It will be able only, after his definitive fall a process of national
reconstruction that He presents very arduous. The radical Islamism will
appear as the only element Capable of agglutinating the tribes, after so
many blood and rancor. Already it has had his first success. The president
of the National Transitory Advice has initiated already Process of contacts to
provide to the country of a new Constitution in that Sharia will be the
principal source of the right.

It supports the Qaida the Arabic spring. Zawahiri, the successor of Osama
Bin Laden, It has made us know his " I support the revolts of the Arabic
spring and wait that There will be established an authentic Islam and
governments based on the Islamic law”
Why?
In conclusion, the Arabic spring, winter phenomenon, is already in his
summer without the results are palpable. There are so many mysteries and
incertitude Up to Doubts, hopes and dreads stay moment. There will be
necessary to wait for the new ones Constitutional texts in the making and to
trust in the desires of conviviality of his Populations.
This revolution will bring such a longed democratization of the Islamic world
or on the contrary his major radicalization? In any case, nothing will be like
before.

